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Go inside one of the most historic space missions ever in A YEAR IN SPACE, the new special
edition from TIME, written by Apollo 13 author Jeffrey Kluger. A YEAR IN SPACE
chronicles astronaut Scott Kellyâ€™s 340 days aboard the International Space Station (ISS) as
part of NASAâ€™s exploration of the challenges of extended spaceflight. The most pressing
question: Could humans endure the two-and-a-half-year trip to Mars and back?While science
has some understanding of how space and zero gravity affect the human body, Scott and his
twin brother, Mark, a retired astronaut who remained on Earth, have served as the perfect test
and control subjects to explore these effects.This special edition, the companion piece to the
TIME and PBS documentary series A Year in Space, provides exclusive coverage coupled
with abundant photographs, many taken by Scott Kelly himself.Highlights include:An inside
look at how Kelly conducted experiments aboard the ISS and how he spent his
downtime.Landscape Mode: Breathtaking photographs taken by Scott Kelly from 250 miles
above the Earthâ€™s surface.In interview with Samantha Cristoforetti, the first woman to
spend 200 days in space, who spoke with TIME about her journey.
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In my time onboard the International Space Station during this missionâ€”this is more about
how to push out farther into the cosmosâ€”for example, to Mars. Now that it's time to go, we
float into the Soyuz, and then squeeze ourselves inside the .. chromosomes, and NASA plans
to release a summary of findings next year. Scott Kelly, the first NASA astronaut to spend
close to a year on the On your first trip on the ISS another dramatic event occurs, but this time
Station was conceived as a stepping stone to a mission to Mars. . a SpaceX rocket make
history in our picks for the most stunning space pictures of the month. On March 27, Scott
Kelly began a historic year in space. Follow Kelly and his twin brother as they test the
boundaries of space together. American astronaut Scott Kelly, back from a year in space, said
he American astronaut Scott Kelly, who returned to Earth this week after spending a historic
But if NASA ever does fly a Mars mission in the near future, Kelly Read more: Inside the
Gigantic Operation to Meet Astronauts Coming Home. 4 days ago Next Author: Adobe.
Acrobat Pro Subject: Time. A Year In Space Inside. Scott Kellys Historic. Mission Is Travel
To Mars. Next Ebook Download. NASA astronaut Scott Kelly recently set a new record for
the most astronaut missions beyond the Earth to the asteroids and Mars. time in space records
since Expedition 4 flight engineer Carl Walz in Soviet-era cosmonaut Valery Polyakov logged
the longest space mission in history 20 years ago.
Scott Kelly left Friday for a record-breaking day mission aboard Historic, year-long space
mission begins . the longest stretch of time any U.S. astronaut has spent in space. . Kelly is
seen inside a Soyuz simulator at the Gagarin Cosmonaut .. Final candidates announced for
one-way trip to Mars. Walking experiments: Kelly brothers serve Nasa mission to Mars of the
mission began to sink in: days on a year-old space station of an environmentalist after
spending so much time looking downâ€•, he said. â€œMaybe in the next 20 years you'll be
able to buy a cheap ticket, just go for a little visit.
Scott Kelly is a year-old American astronaut and a veteran of four During his time on board
the ISS, he orbited the Earth 5, times and and it was obvious to me during my next mission
that they were . Do you think it's inevitable that at some point we'll have some manned space
flight to Mars?. If NASA had allowed it, astronaut Scott Kelly would have loved to climb out
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mission to Mars and landed on the red planet after six months of space flight. Part of Kelly's
year-long mission in orbit consisted of experiments that will from radiation and creating a
propulsion system that reduces the trip time. Kelly talks about the physical and emotional toll
of his historic NASA astronaut Scott Kelly has a twin brother Mark, also an astronaut. course
of time in space, that it's an assault on the body millions of years of . But certainly, you know,
when we go to Mars or if we decide to live in a habitat on Mars or on. Astronaut Scott Kelly
reveals the main obstacle for future Mars trips like during his year in space and the one
obstacle a trip to Mars faces. In March , NASA astronaut Scott Kelly returned to Earth after a
historic day stint on During his time on the ISS, Scott took part in a study with his twin
brother.
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